The meaning of caring for patients on a long-term psychiatric ward as narrated by formal care providers.
Seventeen care providers were interviewed about their caring experiences on a hospital psychiatric ward. The interviews focused on the meaning of their work, including the care they provide and the nature of the patient as a person. The study was guided by a phenomenological hermeneutic perspective inspired by Ricoeur (1976). The analysis focused on context and form. Three themes illuminate the meaning of care provided. These themes are as follows; being in the midst of human storage, moving towards a human care of relations, and struggling with 'the old' and 'the new'. Experiencing work as being in the midst of a human storage reflects the historical and human situation of warehousing psychiatric patients. The care providers are experiencing a shift in their view of the patient and the meaning of their work, towards a more human care of relations. For these care providers, there is a struggle between the past, the present and the future. This struggle between 'the old' and 'the new' conveys a struggle between doing as a nurse, which dominates the past, and relating, which is, or needs to be, the current and future focus in psychiatric care. The shift in view distinguished itself by the care providers viewing the patient as being vulnerable and having problems with relations. The results have been interpreted and discussed in the light of a previously published interview study with the patients, carried out at the same time on the same ward. Attending to ingrained attitudes of the past and their influence on new approaches to care is essential to understanding not only changes in ways of doing nursing tasks, but also ways of relating.